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in debian/ubuntu, the package you need is obexftp. you can type sudo apt-get install obexftp. this package is supported in our changelogs so while it doesnt
specifically fix the problem, its at least there to assist. download the latest version of nokia pc suite and then run the nokia pc suite configuration utility. if it does
not detect the mobile phone device, click the help icon. you might need to perform a factory reset of the mobile phone. if a factory reset does not help, then you

need to install and run the obexftp package to communicate the mobile phone. this you why we need to understand what the problem is, and solve it before
starting trying to fix it. it can be a problem with the phone, your computer, or the connection. you may need to check to make sure the phone is plugged into a good

power socket and that the battery is charged fully. youre also safe to try restarting the phone. the update process can take around 90 minutes depending on the
speed of your internet connection, the speed of your phone, and the speed of the servers used by nokia.com. to check the status of the update, click check for
updates from your phone homepage. downloading may take a long time depending on your internet connection and the speed of your phone. before you can

troubleshoot it, you need to be able to upload files to the internet. once that is done, you can try connecting the phone using the usb cable. if it can detect it (see
details on page 2), you know that the problem is somewhere in the cable. it might also be a problem with the phone connection. this is most likely because the

phone may be doing something that makes it look like its connected to another device (other computer or mobile phone), even though it’s not. try unplugging the
usb cable and reconnecting it if you need to. sometimes removing the battery allows devices to connect correctly. you could try rebooting your phone. if these
troubleshooting methods dont work, then try checking the update again using the “ check for updates” button from your phone’s homepage. youll need to be

connected to the internet with a good enough speed to download the update quickly. make sure that you have enough battery power.
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the next window will list the detected devices. sometimes a device that is not compatible with nokia pc suite will be detected. you can see the connected mobile
accessory in the final step of the get connected setup process. a demois available to watch. you can open the demo by marking the box on the last step of the
wizard. you can use itunes or other third-party software to transfer data. the thing with itunes is that it tends to be a little clunky. and if youve used itunes to

transfer data in the past, youll know how that goes. if youre more in the mood for a bit of terminal, youre better off using nokia pc suite over itunes. for those of you
who werent around for nokia pc suite on symbian, its basically a way of storing your phone content on your pc. it gives you the option to transfer or sync your

content to your pc. once youve updated your phone with symbian anna, you can also use pc suite ovi suite. the first time you plug your phone into your pc, it should
take you through the ovi setup assistant. this will ask you a series of questions. once you answer them, ovi suite will install itself onto your computer. once it does,

youll see your phone appear as a drive on your computer. this can take a while. once it does, you can access your phone content and store it anywhere on your
computer. youll be prompted for permissions to allow your pc to access your phone content. you can then play or sync that content back to your phone. pc suite ovi
suite isnt actually a replacement for nokia pc suite. it simply gives you the ability to access your phone content on your pc. if youre not interested in doing that, you
can use other software like nokia connect to do the same thing. pc suite ovi suite has the advantage of being a free application. and with the latest update, it also

has greater integration with windows vista. for those of you who want to be able to use your phone as you use your computer, pc suite ovi suite is for you.
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